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INTRODUCTION

This judgment is the result of the Supreme Court's anxiety
over the abuse of the power to arrest by the police resulting in
indiscriminate, widespread and unnecessary arrests. Though
delivered in the context of the alleged misuse of Section 498A,
Indian Penal Code, the Court has emphatically declared that
the directions given in the judgment will apply to all cases
where the offence is punishable with imprisonment for a term
of seven years or less, with or without fine.

Amendment of the legal provisions pertaining to arrest

This judgment comes in the wake of the non-implementation
of the amended provisions pertaining to the powers of the
police to arrest in the Code of Criminal Procedure (CrPC).

Law Commissions, Police Commissions and the higher

judiciary have repeatedly emphasized the need to maintain a

balance between individual liberty and societal order while

exercising the power of arrest. However, police officers make

arrests as they believe that they possess the power to do so. The

need for caution in exercising the drastic power of arrest has

been emphasized time and again by Courts but has not yielded

desired result.

Section 41 (1)(b) was incorporated pursuant to the
recommendation of the Law Commission in its 177th Report
submitted in the year 2001, which highlighted the value of
proportionality in the matter of arrests. The police officer
must satisfy the reasonable conditions laid down to determine
if arrest is necessary.

"We believe that no arrest should be made only because the offence is non-bailable and
cognizable and therefore, lawful for the police officers to do so. The existence of the power to
arrest is one thing, the justification for the exercise of it is another"1

Supreme Court in Arnesh Kumar MANU/SC/0559/2014 para 8

supreme Court

CODE OF CRIMINAL PROCEDURE,

(1) 41 When police may arrest without
warrant

(2) Any police officer may without an
order from a Magistrate and without a
warrant, arrest any person –

a) x x x x x
b) against whom a reasonable

complaint has been made, or
credible information has been
received, or a reasonable
suspicion exists that he has
committed a cognizable offence
for a term which may be less
than seven years or which may
extend to seven years with or
without fine, if the following
conditions are satisfied, namely
:-

(i) x x x  x x
(ii) the police officer is satisfied that

such arrest is necessary –
(a) to prevent such person from

committing any further offence;
or

(b) for proper investigation of the
offence; or

(c) to prevent such persons from
causing the evidence of the
offence to disappear or
tampering with such evidence
in any manner; or

(d) to prevent such person from
making any inducement, threat
or promise to any person
acquainted with the facts of the
case so as to dissuade him from
disclosing such facts to the
Court or to the police officer; or

(e) as unless such person is
arrested, his presence in the
Court whenever required
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The Law Commission recognized “liberty” to be the most precious of all the human rights.
Equal importance was given to peace and law and order in the society. Proper implementation
of law is required to maintain a balance between the necessity to protect and promote the
liberty of an individual and the necessity to maintain peace and law and order in the society.

The Report divulged that an overwhelming percentage of arrests conducted in various States
were done by the Police without warrant. The people in poverty are usually at the receiving
end.

FACTS OF THE CASE

The wife of Arnesh Kumar alleged that she was driven out of the home due to non-fulfillment

of the demand for dowry that included Rupees 8 lacs, maruti car, an air-conditioner, television

set, etc. These demands were made by her mother-in-law and father-in law and Arnesh Kumar

supported them by raising threats that he would marry another woman.

Arnesh Kumar preferred an anticipatory bail application as he apprehended arrest under

Section 498A of the Indian Penal Code, 1860 and Section 4 of the Dowry Prohibition Act, 1961,

which was denied to him by the Sessions Court and the High Court.  He, thereafter, moved a

Special Leave Petition under Article 136 before the Supreme Court.

ISSUE BEFORE THE COURT

Whether the proper procedure was followed in determining the necessity of arrest by

the police?

DECISION OF THE COURT

The court gave its decision on the following points pertaining to the duties of the police in

exercising the power to arrest and the duties of the Magistrates in checking and preventing

unnecessary and illegal arrests.

 Duties of the police

Need for Caution in Exercising the Power to Arrest

Referring to the police, the court says,
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"It has not come out of its colonial image despite six decades of independence, is largely

considered as a tool of harassment, oppression and surely not considered a friend of public."1

.... "The attitude to arrest first and then proceed with the rest is despicable. It has become a

handy tool to the police officers who lack sensitivity or act with oblique motive."2

Emphasizing the need to exercise caution and to act prudently on the part on the part of the

police, the court says,

"The existence of the power to arrest is one thing, the justification for the exercise of it is quite

another. Apart from the power to arrest, the police officers must be able to justify the reasons

thereof. No arrest can be made in a routine manner on a mere allegation of commission of an

offence made against a person. It would be prudent and wise for a police officer that no arrest

is made without a reasonable satisfaction reached after some investigation as to the

genuineness of the allegation."3

Implications of Section 41 (1)(b)

As stated earlier, pursuant to the recommendation of the 177th Report of the Law Commission

submitted in the year 2001, Section 41 of the CrPC came to be enacted in its present form.

Under the amended section, a person accused of an offence punishable with imprisonment for

a term of seven years or less, with or without fine, cannot be arrested by the police officer

unless he is satisfied that one or more conditions prescribed in the section are present. The

arrest cannot be made merely because the police officer is satisfied that the person has

committed an offence.

Arrest should be based on information and material

The police officer should have reason to believe on the basis of information and

material that the accused has committed the offence. He has to be further satisfied that

1 Arnesh Kumar, Para 7, MANU/SC/0559/2014
2 Ibid, para 7
3 Ibid, para 8
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the arrest is necessary for one or more purposes provided under sub-clauses (a) to (e)

of Section 41 (1).

Reiterating the implication of the conditions necessary for arrest under the section, the

court held:

".... the police officer before arrest, must put a question to himself, why arrest? Is it really

required? What purpose it will serve? What object it will achieve? It is only after these

questions are addressed and one or the other conditions as enumerated above is satisfied, the

power of arrest needs to be exercised."4

Reasons to be given for the arrest

The decision to arrest or not should be based on facts. The police officer has to state the

facts and record the reasons in writing which led him to conclude that arrest is

necessary. He will need to specify the sub-clauses of Section 41 (1) under which the

decision to arrest is taken. Similarly, the police officer has to record the reasons in

writing for not making an arrest.

Emphasising the importance of following Section 41 in its letter and spirit, the court

held:

"We would like to emphasize that the practice of mechanically reproducing in the case

diary all or most of the reasons contained in Section 41 CrPC for effecting

arrest be discouraged and discontinued."5

 Duties of the Magistrate

First Production Before a Magistrate Within 24 hours

The accused arrested without warrant by the police has the fundamental

right under Article 22(2) of the Constitution of India read with Section

57, Cr.PC to be produced before a magistrate without unnecessary delay

and in no circumstances beyond 24 hours, excluding the time necessary

for the journey. During the course of investigation of a case, an accused

can be kept in detention beyond a period of 24 hours only when it is

4 4. Ibid, para 8
5 5. Ibid, para 12

Article 22 – Protection against
detention and arrest in certain
cases

(1) x x x x x(2)Every person who isarrested and detained incustody shall be producedbefore the nearestmagistrate within twentyfour hours of such arrestexcluding the timenecessary for the journeyfrom the place of arrest tothe Court of the magistrateand no person shall bedetained beyond the saidperiod without theauthority of themagistrate.x  x  x  x  x  x
X x x x x x x
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authorised by the Magistrate in exercise of power under Section 167 CrPC.

Importance of the Magistrate's Role under Section 167, CrPC

Emphasising the role of a Magistrate at the time of first production, the Court held:

“The power to authorise detention is a very solemn function. It affects the liberty and

freedom of citizens and needs to be exercised with great care and caution”6

Taking note of the reality, the court says:

“Our experience tells us that it is not exercised with the seriousness it deserves. .....

detention is authorized in a routine, casual and cavalier manner.”7

Duty of a Magistrate at the time of first production before authorizing detention under

Section 167

Elaborating on the duty of a Magistrate before authorizing detention under Section 167,

Cr.PC, the court held:

“.....he has to be first satisfied that the arrest made is legal and in accordance with law

and all the constitutional rights of the person arrested is satisfied. If the

arrest affected by the police officer does not satisfy the requirements of

Section 41 of the Code, Magistrate is duty bound not to authorize his further

detention and release the accused. In other words, when an accused is

produced before the Magistrate, the police officer effecting the arrest is

required to furnish to the Magistrate, the facts, reasons and its conclusions

for arrest and the Magistrate in turn is to be satisfied that condition

precedent for arrest under Section 41 Cr.PC has been satisfied and it is only

thereafter that he will authorize the detention of an accused.”8

Judicial Scrutiny by Magistrate in Arrests without Warrant

Laying down the parameters of judicial scrutiny by a Magistrate, the court

held:

6 6. Ibid, para 9
7 7. Ibid, para 9
8 8. Ibid, para 9

Criminal Procedure Code
Section 167- Procedure
when investigation cannot
be completed in twenty-four
hours.

(1) ……….(2)          ……….(a)        ……(b) no Magistrate shallauthorize detention of theaccused in custody of thepolice under this sectionunless the accused isproduced before him inperson for the first timeand subsequently everytime till the accusedremains in the custody ofthe police, but theMagistrate may extendfurther detention injudicial custody onproduction of the accusedeither in person orthrough the medium ofelectronic video linkage;x    x    x       x      x     x
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“... when a suspect is arrested and produced before a Magistrate for authorising

detention, the Magistrate has to address the question whether specific reasons have

been recorded for arrest and if so, prima facie those reasons are relevant and secondly a

reasonable conclusion could at all be reached by the police officer that one or the other

conditions stated above are attracted.”9

The Magistrate's decision to authorise detention has to be based on his objective

satisfaction

The Magistrate's decision to authorize detention cannot be based simply on what the

police say. Emphasizing on the necessity of a Magistrate to form an objective opinion

of his own, the court held:

“...... the police officer shall furnish to the Magistrate the facts, the reasons and materials on

the basis of which the police officer had reached its conclusion. Those shall be perused by the

Magistrate while authorizing the detention and only after recording its satisfaction in writing

that the Magistrate will authorize the detention of the accused.”10

Reasons to be recorded by the Magistrate for authorizing detention

The Magistrate before authorizing detention has to record his own satisfaction and this must

be reflected in his order of remand.

Implication of Section 41A, Cr.PC

Section 41A provides for issue of notice of appearance in all cases where the arrest of a person

is not required under Section 41 (1). Such a notice will direct the accused to appear before the

concerned police officer at a specified time and place. The accused has to appear pursuant to

the notice and failure to do so may result in his arrest. Focusing on the need to vitalise Section

41A in order to avoid unnecessary arrest, the court held:

9 Ibid, para 9
10 Ibid, para 9
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“At this stage also, the condition precedent for arrest as envisaged under Section 41 Cr.PC has

to be complied and shall be subject to the same scrutiny by the Magistrate...”11

DIRECTIONS:12

 To the State Government:

 All the State Governments to instruct its police officers not to automatically arrest

when a case under Section 498-A of the IPC is registered but to satisfy themselves about

the necessity for arrest under the parameters laid down above flowing from Section 41,

Cr.PC

 All police officers be provided with a check list containing specified sub-clauses under

Section 41(1)(b)(ii)

 To the Police:

 The police officer shall forward the check list duly filed and furnish the reasons and

materials which necessitated the arrest, while forwarding/producing the accused before

the Magistrate for further detention

 The decision not to arrest an accused, be forwarded to the Magistrate within two weeks

from the date of the institution of the case with a copy to the Magistrate which may be

extended by the Superintendent of police of the district for the reasons to be recorded

in writing

 Notice of appearance in terms of Section 41A of Cr.PC be served on the accused within

two weeks from the date of institution of the case, which may be extended by the

Superintendent of Police of the District for the reasons to be recorded in writing

 To Magistrates:

 The Magistrate while authorising detention of the accused shall peruse the report

furnished by the police officer in terms aforesaid and only after recording its

satisfaction, the Magistrate will authorise detention

 Effect of Non-compliance of these directions:

11 Ibid, para 11
12 Ibid, para 13
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 Failure to comply with the directions aforesaid shall apart from rendering the police

officers concerned liable for departmental action, they shall also be liable to be punished

for contempt of court to be instituted before High Court having territorial jurisdiction

 Authorising detention without recording reasons as aforesaid by the judicial Magistrate

concerned shall be liable for departmental action by the appropriate High Court
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Supreme Court of India

Arnesh Kumar vs State Of Bihar & Anr on 2 July, 2014

Bench: Chandramauli Kr. Prasad, Pinaki Chandra Ghose

REPORTABLE
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF INDIA

CRIMINAL APPELLATE JURISDICTION

CRIMINAL APPEAL NO. 1277 OF 2014
(@SPECIAL LEAVE PETITION (CRL.) No.9127 of 2013)

ARNESH KUMAR ..... APPELLANT

VERSUS

STATE OF BIHAR & ANR.            .... RESPONDENTS

J U D G M E N T

Chandramauli Kr. Prasad The petitioner apprehends his arrest in a case under Section
498-A of the Indian Penal Code, 1860 (hereinafter called as IPC) and Section 4 of the
Dowry Prohibition Act, 1961. The maximum sentence provided under Section 498-A IPC
is imprisonment for a term which may extend to three years and fine whereas the
maximum sentence provided under Section 4 of the Dowry Prohibition Act is two years
and with fine.

Petitioner happens to be the husband of respondent no.2 Sweta Kiran. The marriage
between them was solemnized on 1st July, 2007. His attempt to secure anticipatory bail
has failed and hence he has knocked the door of this Court by way of this Special Leave
Petition.

Leave granted.
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In sum and substance, allegation levelled by the wife against the appellant is that demand
of Rupees eight lacs, a maruti car, an air-conditioner, television set etc. was made by her
mother-in-law and father-in-law and when this fact was brought to the appellant’s notice,
he supported his mother and threatened to marry another woman. It has been alleged
that she was driven out of the matrimonial home due to non- fulfilment of the demand of
dowry.

Denying these allegations, the appellant preferred an application for anticipatory bail
which was earlier rejected by the learned Sessions Judge and thereafter by the High Court.

There is phenomenal increase in matrimonial disputes in recent years. The institution of
marriage is greatly revered in this country. Section 498-A of the IPC was introduced with
avowed object to combat the menace of harassment to a woman at the hands of her
husband and his relatives. The fact that Section 498-A is a cognizable and non-bailable
offence has lent it a dubious place of pride amongst the provisions that are used as
weapons rather than shield by disgruntled wives. The simplest way to harass is to get the
husband and his relatives arrested under this provision. In a quite number of cases, bed-
ridden grand-fathers and grand-mothers of the husbands, their sisters living abroad for
decades are arrested. “Crime in India 2012 Statistics” published by National Crime
Records Bureau, Ministry of Home Affairs shows arrest of 1, 97,762 persons all over India
during the year 2012 for offence under Section 498-A of the IPC, 9.4% more than the year
2011. Nearly a quarter of those arrested under this provision in 2012 were women i.e.
47,951 which depicts that mothers and sisters of the husbands were liberally included in
their arrest net. Its share is 6% out of the total persons arrested under the crimes
committed under Indian Penal Code. It accounts for 4.5% of total crimes committed
under different sections of penal code, more than any other crimes excepting theft and
hurt. The rate of charge-sheeting in cases under Section 498A, IPC is as high as 93.6%,
while the conviction rate is only 15%, which is lowest across all heads. As many as 3,72,706
cases are pending trial of which on current estimate, nearly 3,17,000 are likely to result
in acquittal.

Arrest brings humiliation, curtails freedom and cast scars forever. Law makers know it so
also the police. There is a battle between the law makers and the police and it seems that
police has not learnt its lesson; the lesson implicit and embodied in the Cr.P.C. It has not
come out of its colonial image despite six decades of independence, it is largely considered
as a tool of harassment, oppression and surely not considered a friend of public. The need
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for caution in exercising the drastic power of arrest has been emphasized time and again
by Courts but has not yielded desired result. Power to arrest greatly contributes to its
arrogance so also the failure of the Magistracy to check it. Not only this, the power of
arrest is one of the lucrative sources of police corruption. The attitude to arrest first and
then proceed with the rest is despicable. It has become a handy tool to the police officers
who lack sensitivity or act with oblique motive.

Law Commissions, Police Commissions and this Court in a large number of judgments
emphasized the need to maintain a balance between individual liberty and societal order
while exercising the power of arrest. Police officers make arrest as they believe that they
possess the power to do so. As the arrest curtails freedom, brings humiliation and casts
scars forever, we feel differently. We believe that no arrest should be made only because
the offence is non-bailable and cognizable and therefore, lawful for the police officers to
do so. The existence of the power to arrest is one thing, the justification for the exercise
of it is quite another. Apart from power to arrest, the police officers must be able to justify
the reasons thereof. No arrest can be made in a routine manner on a mere allegation of
commission of an offence made against a person. It would be prudent and wise for a police
officer that no arrest is made without a reasonable satisfaction reached after some
investigation as to the genuineness of the allegation. Despite this legal position, the
Legislature did not find any improvement. Numbers of arrest have not decreased.
Ultimately, the Parliament had to intervene and on the recommendation of the 177th
Report of the Law Commission submitted in the year 2001, Section 41 of the Code of
Criminal Procedure (for short ‘Cr.PC), in the present form came to be enacted. It is
interesting to note that such a recommendation was made by the Law Commission in its
152nd and 154th Report submitted as back in the year 1994. The value of the
proportionality permeates the amendment relating to arrest. As the offence with which
we are concerned in the present appeal, provides for a maximum punishment of
imprisonment which may extend to seven years and fine, Section 41(1) (b), Cr.P.C which
is relevant for the purpose reads as follows:

“41. When police may arrest without warrant.-(1) Any police officer may without an order
from a Magistrate and without a warrant, arrest any person –

(a)x x x x x x
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(b)against whom a reasonable complaint has been made, or credible information has been
received, or a reasonable suspicion exists that he has committed a cognizable offence
punishable with imprisonment for a term which may be less than seven years or which
may extend to seven years whether with or without fine, if the following conditions are
satisfied, namely :-

(i) x x x x x

(ii) the police officer is satisfied that such arrest is necessary – to prevent such person
from committing any further offence; or for proper investigation of the offence; or to
prevent such person from causing the evidence of the offence to disappear or tampering
with such evidence in any manner; or to prevent such person from making any
inducement, threat or promise to any person acquainted with the facts of the case so as to
dissuade him from disclosing such facts to the Court or to the police officer; or as unless
such person is arrested, his presence in the Court whenever required cannot be ensured,
and the police officer shall record while making such arrest, his reasons in writing:

Provided that a police officer shall, in all cases where the arrest of a person is not required
under the provisions of this sub-section, record the reasons in writing for not making the
arrest.

X x x x x x From a plain reading of the aforesaid provision, it is evident that a person
accused of offence punishable with imprisonment for a term which may be less than seven
years or which may extend to seven years with or without fine, cannot be arrested by the
police officer only on its satisfaction that such person had committed the offence
punishable as aforesaid. Police officer before arrest, in such cases has to be further
satisfied that such arrest is necessary to prevent such person from committing any further
offence; or for proper investigation of the case; or to prevent the accused from causing the
evidence of the offence to disappear; or tampering with such evidence in any manner; or
to prevent such person from making any inducement, threat or promise to a witness so as
to dissuade him from disclosing such facts to the Court or the police officer; or unless such
accused person is arrested, his presence in the court whenever required cannot be
ensured. These are the conclusions, which one may reach based on facts. Law mandates
the police officer to state the facts and record the reasons in writing which led him to come
to a conclusion covered by any of the provisions aforesaid, while making such arrest. Law
further requires the police officers to record the reasons in writing for not making the
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arrest. In pith and core, the police office before arrest must put a question to himself, why
arrest? Is it really required? What purpose it will serve? What object it will achieve? It is
only after these questions are addressed and one or the other conditions as enumerated
above is satisfied, the power of arrest needs to be exercised. In fine, before arrest first the
police officers should have reason to believe on the basis of information and material that
the accused has committed the offence. Apart from this, the police officer has to be
satisfied further that the arrest is necessary for one or the more purposes envisaged by
sub-clauses

(a) to (e) of clause (1) of Section 41 of Cr.PC.

An accused arrested without warrant by the police has the constitutional right
under Article 22(2)of the Constitution of India and Section 57, Cr.P.C. to be produced
before the Magistrate without unnecessary delay and in no circumstances beyond 24
hours excluding the time necessary for the journey. During the course of investigation of
a case, an accused can be kept in detention beyond a period of 24 hours only when it is
authorised by the Magistrate in exercise of power under Section 167 Cr.P.C. The power to
authorise detention is a very solemn function. It affects the liberty and freedom of citizens
and needs to be exercised with great care and caution. Our experience tells us that it is
not exercised with the seriousness it deserves. In many of the cases, detention is
authorised in a routine, casual and cavalier manner. Before a Magistrate authorises
detention under Section 167, Cr.PC, he has to be first satisfied that the arrest made is legal
and in accordance with law and all the constitutional rights of the person arrested is
satisfied. If the arrest effected by the police officer does not satisfy the requirements
of Section 41 of the Code, Magistrate is duty bound not to authorise his further detention
and release the accused. In other words, when an accused is produced before the
Magistrate, the police officer effecting the arrest is required to furnish to the Magistrate,
the facts, reasons and its conclusions for arrest and the Magistrate in turn is to be satisfied
that condition precedent for arrest under Section 41 Cr.PC has been satisfied and it is only
thereafter that he will authorise the detention of an accused. The Magistrate before
authorising detention will record its own satisfaction, may be in brief but the said
satisfaction must reflect from its order. It shall never be based upon the ipse dixit of the
police officer, for example, in case the police officer considers the arrest necessary to
prevent such person from committing any further offence or for proper investigation of
the case or for preventing an accused from tampering with evidence or making
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inducement etc., the police officer shall furnish to the Magistrate the facts, the reasons
and materials on the basis of which the police officer had reached its conclusion. Those
shall be perused by the Magistrate while authorising the detention and only after
recording its satisfaction in writing that the Magistrate will authorise the detention of the
accused. In fine, when a suspect is arrested and produced before a Magistrate for
authorising detention, the Magistrate has to address the question whether specific
reasons have been recorded for arrest and if so, prima facie those reasons are relevant and
secondly a reasonable conclusion could at all be reached by the police officer that one or
the other conditions stated above are attracted. To this limited extent the Magistrate will
make judicial scrutiny.

Another provision i.e. Section 41A Cr.P.C. aimed to avoid unnecessary arrest or threat of
arrest looming large on accused requires to be vitalised. Section 41A as inserted
by Section 6 of the Code of Criminal Procedure (Amendment) Act, 2008(Act 5 of 2009),
which is relevant in the context reads as follows:

“41A. Notice of appearance before police officer.-(1) The police officer shall, in all cases
where the arrest of a person is not required under the provisions of sub-section (1)
of Section 41, issue a notice directing the person against whom a reasonable complaint
has been made, or credible information has been received, or a reasonable suspicion
exists that he has committed a cognizable offence, to appear before him or at such other
place as may be specified in the notice.

(2) Where such a notice is issued to any person, it shall be the duty of that person to
comply with the terms of the notice.

(3) Where such person complies and continues to comply with the notice, he shall not be
arrested in respect of the offence referred to in the notice unless, for reasons to be
recorded, the police officer is of the opinion that he ought to be arrested.

(4) Where such person, at any time, fails to comply with the terms of the notice or is
unwilling to identify himself, the police officer may, subject to such orders as may have
been passed by a competent Court in this behalf, arrest him for the offence mentioned in
the notice.” Aforesaid provision makes it clear that in all cases where the arrest of a person
is not required underSection 41(1), Cr.PC, the police officer is required to issue notice
directing the accused to appear before him at a specified place and time. Law obliges such
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an accused to appear before the police officer and it further mandates that if such an
accused complies with the terms of notice he shall not be arrested, unless for reasons to
be recorded, the police office is of the opinion that the arrest is necessary. At this stage
also, the condition precedent for arrest as envisaged under Section 41Cr.PC has to be
complied and shall be subject to the same scrutiny by the Magistrate as aforesaid.

We are of the opinion that if the provisions of Section 41, Cr.P.C. which authorises the
police officer to arrest an accused without an order from a Magistrate and without a
warrant are scrupulously enforced, the wrong committed by the police officers
intentionally or unwittingly would be reversed and the number of cases which come to
the Court for grant of anticipatory bail will substantially reduce. We would like to
emphasise that the practice of mechanically reproducing in the case diary all or most of
the reasons contained in Section 41 Cr.P.C. for effecting arrest be discouraged and
discontinued.

Our endeavour in this judgment is to ensure that police officers do not arrest accused
unnecessarily and Magistrate do not authorise detention casually and mechanically. In
order to ensure what we have observed above, we give the following direction:

All the State Governments to instruct its police officers not to automatically arrest when
a case under Section 498-A of the IPC is registered but to satisfy themselves about the
necessity for arrest under the parameters laid down above flowing from Section
41, Cr.P.C.;

All police officers be provided with a check list containing specified sub- clauses
under Section 41(1) (b) (ii);

The police officer shall forward the check list duly filed and furnish the reasons and
materials which necessitated the arrest, while forwarding/producing the accused before
the Magistrate for further detention;

The Magistrate while authorising detention of the accused shall peruse the report
furnished by the police officer in terms aforesaid and only after recording its satisfaction,
the Magistrate will authorise detention;

The decision not to arrest an accused, be forwarded to the Magistrate within two weeks
from the date of the institution of the case with a copy to the Magistrate which may be
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extended by the Superintendent of police of the district for the reasons to be recorded in
writing;

Notice of appearance in terms of Section 41A of Cr.PC be served on the accused within
two weeks from the date of institution of the case, which may be extended by the
Superintendent of Police of the District for the reasons to be recorded in writing;

Failure to comply with the directions aforesaid shall apart from rendering the police
officers concerned liable for departmental action, they shall also be liable to be punished
for contempt of court to be instituted before High Court having territorial jurisdiction.

Authorising detention without recording reasons as aforesaid by the judicial Magistrate
concerned shall be liable for departmental action by the appropriate High Court.

We hasten to add that the directions aforesaid shall not only apply to the cases
under Section 498-A of the I.P.C. or Section 4 of the Dowry Prohibition Act, the case in
hand, but also such cases where offence is punishable with imprisonment for a term which
may be less than seven years or which may extend to seven years; whether with or without
fine.

We direct that a copy of this judgment be forwarded to the Chief Secretaries as also the
Director Generals of Police of all the State Governments and the Union Territories and
the Registrar General of all the High Courts for onward transmission and ensuring its
compliance.

By order dated 31st of October, 2013, this Court had granted provisional bail to the
appellant on certain conditions. We make this order absolute.

In the result, we allow this appeal, making our aforesaid order dated 31st October, 2013
absolute; with the directions aforesaid.

………………………………………………………………J (CHANDRAMAULI KR. PRASAD)
………………………………………………………………J (PINAKI CHANDRA GHOSE) NEW
DELHI, July 2, 2014.
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"Narendra Parihar v State of Rajasthan (Bail Order dated 11 July 2014)"
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ABOUT CHRI

The Commonwealth Human Rights Initiative (CHRI) is an independent, non-partisan,

international non-governmental organisation, mandated to ensure the practical realisation of

human rights in the countries of the Commonwealth. CHRI's objectives are to promote

awareness of and adherence to the Harare Commonwealth Declaration, the Universal

Declaration of Human Rights, and other internationally recognized human rights

instruments, as well as domestic instruments supporting human rights in Commonwealth

member states.

The Prison Reform Programme of CHRI is focused on increasing transparency of a

traditionally closed system and exposing malpractice. The programme aims to improve prison

conditions, reform prison management, enhance accountability and foster an attitude of

cooperation between the various agencies of the criminal justice system in place of the

prevailing indifference and discrimination. It seeks to achieve its goals through research, legal

analysis and advice, advocacy, capacity building, network building and conference

facilitation.


